EL PRADO
PROGRAM INFO

This lodge is ideal for small groups of friends
and private outings.

FEATURE
. Ideal for Small group of friends
. No-limit Shooting Year-Round
. Unique Amenities & Cuisine
. Recently Renovated
. Special Sunflower shooting in the property
. Great Introductory Rates
. Professional Host with Over 10 Years Experience

LOCATION
Located in Villa Maria de Rio Seco, province of Cordoba. El Prado is a renovated modern house, tucked away in a grove of
mature trees, on a 5000 acre working ranch. The house has five twin bedrooms each with an en suite bathroom, arranged
around a spacious, sunken dining and sitting area with a huge open fire place. Although further from Cordoba airport, (a two
hour drive), the location of Rio Seco makes it all worthwhile.
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The thousand acres of corn, sorghum and sunflowers attract millions of doves and pigeon to the area and the vast tracts of grassland produce good bags of perdiz. El Prado occasionally offers perdiz and the season is mid –May to end of August. There is one
enormous dove roost within walking distance of the lodge and all the shooting is close by.
It is quite quiet here for non-shooting guests, though the estancia provides excellent riding and there is a swimming pool in the
grounds for the warmer months. Please check special non shooting activities at this Lodge.

ACCOMMODATIONS
. El Prado Lodge was built as a formal Estancia Argentina from the very beginning and the remodelated as a hunting lodge. It has
six nice and wide rooms with one or two queen size beds and private bathrooms.
. The living room has an amazing fire place and nice sofas to chill out in the evenings.
. It has 6 luxury rooms for max 9 gun capacity/ Private bathroom in each bedroom.
. Argentine cuisine and great Malbec selection wines.
. A complete private open-bar and a Cozy living room with an amazing fire place.
. Indoor and outdoor lounges.
. WiFi Internet access
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CUISINE
Our menu has 2 options every night that includes, depending on the dates, our well know sirloin steak options, pork special and
chicken, pasta and salads. Nice desserts are offered every night, all served with local red wine; especially Malbec grape. We
recommend you to try our special roast kid a la cruz one night.
Field barbecues in Argentina are famous all around the world. With the best meat and the finest local Malbec wines, we are sure
you we will provide you with an amazing culinary experience. We will also prepare dove breast from the everyday hunt with
sweet chilli peppers and onions. The chef’s special dish is dove breast with onion and bacon grilled before lunch at the field.
You can get our regular red wine, or chose a different one from our winery. We have a selected option of malbec and cabernet
sauvignon, which are perfect to accompany red meat.

Season

. All year round.

Specie

. The dove you will shoot is known as eared dove, a similar bird to the mourning dove that habit in US. This bird has a dark
patch of feather on the side of the bird’s upper cheek that looks like an ear, and that explain his name. This bird’s hatch in
between 3 to 5 times a year depending on the food.
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THE FIELDS
With exclusive rights to many of Córdoba’s most revered dove hunting properties, in the hills and in the flat lands, the Eared Dove
population is upwards of 50 million birds. It is similar in appearance to the North American Mourning Dove. Córdoba is known as
the capital of dove shooting. It means: Non-stop shooting.
Visit El Prado Lodge for the ultimate high-volume shooting experience. The record-setting shooting is just the beginning when
we talk about dove shooting in Argentina. Our experienced sales representatives and guides will provide you with the best dove
hunting tips for your next dove hunting trip to Cordoba, Argentina.
This Lodge is located 1:50 minutes north from the city in a unique area, where we have the exclusivity of most of the fields. We
hunt in the hills, we hunt in the flat lands, and we alos hunt in the sun flowers and water hole where all the birds concentrate
the most. Enjoy this amazing Loge where you can go walking to shoot some birds mostly all year round.
We specially invite you to come visit us for the SUNFLOWER season, a unique hunt we do from March to late June inside our 5000
acres property in Rio Seco area.
We operate all year round. We are ready any time. Join us for a unique shooting trip and your idea of a dove shooting day will
change forever.

Overview

With exclusive rights to many of Cordoba’s most revered dove hunting properties, in the sierra area and the flat lands, the
eared dove population is upwards of 50 million birds. It is similar in appearance to the North American mourning dove.
Cordoba is known as capital of dove shooting. It means: Non stop shooting.
Visit us for the ultimate high-volume shooting experience. The record-setting shooting is just the beginning when we talk
about dove shooting in Argentina. Our experienced sales representative and guides will provide you with the best dove
hunting tips for your next Cordoba Argentina dove hunting journey.
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OVERVIEW
Our numerous hunting fields will provide you the chance to set up your own Argentina dove hunting record. Our area for
shooting includes from La Dormida Valley, going to famous Churqui area, El Rodeo, Santa Elena, and Villa Maria de Rio Seco
area. We shoot in one of the most important doves roosting areas, the cerro colorado roost. We also include in our list an
average fifty thousand of hectares in the flat lands and specific water holes
We are open all year round. We are ready any time. Come on and join us for a unique shooting trip. Your idea of a dove shooting
day will change forever.

THE HUNTING
The dove shooting program starts early in the morning, with a complete breakfast with eggs prepare as your preference. Your
guide will show up for breakfast time and will talk with you about guns and shells for the shooting day. He will also give a
safety speech the first day, and he will also assist with all accessories you could need. Around 8.00am you will depart with your
group to the field. It will be in between 20 to 40 minutes drive.
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THE HUNTING
At your arrival, the field staff will be ready to take you to the shooting blind. It will be about 3 hours shooting before lunch time.
The head guide will be available to assist and coach you with any require. They are experienced and qualify shooters, and are able
to provide you with special recommendations to improve your accuracy.
In our daily location, we set a tent, and we prepare famous Argentinean barbecue. You will enjoy our amazing meat cuts with
well known special malbec from our country. After a great meal, depending time of the year, we will set hamacks for relax before
the afternoon shooting program. At the evening, when everyboy is done, we will be back to the lodge for appetizers and drinks.
The personal field assistant. They are average 30 years old and most of them have been working in the field for many years; you
will notice it when you see them shooting. They work hard every day preparing your blind every time is needed, and carrying
shells, shotguns, drinks and stools to your spot. They are also responsible to clean the field shooting, picking up all birds.
Schedules could change depending on the time of the year.
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